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i'lost major political decisions are dictated by events or 
by political need, not by Yaster Plans. '!'his ·was trve of the 
launching of the Ramadan liar in October 1973 arid of the fate of 
the Kissinger mission to the r1iddle sast in ;·'arch 1975. It is also 
currently affecting the shaoe of the Alqerian plan for reshaPing 
world trade in energv and commodities. 

I want therefore to discuss here some of the principal 
specifics of the Present situation in the i"'edi terranean and to 
do this against the background of the outcome of the Kissinger 
mission to ":gypt and Israel which came to an end on !··.'arch 22. 
F'or the ending of this mission, rather than the mission as such, 
has become a catalyst of major significance for the 
!•'ledi terranean region. 

It has, in the first instance, focussed attention on the 
role of the super-powers and, especially, on their preoccupation 
with their mutual relationship. It is this, more than anything 
else, which now conditions the political and strategic 
assessments of the two superpowers in the t1iddle !Cast and the 
Hediterranean. It has largely resolved the previous uncertainty 
whether they faced each other in confrontation or collaboration. 

It was Brezhnev's initiative at Vladivostock last October, 
which out the emPhasis on collaboration rather than on rivalry 
or confrontation in the l1iddle sast. It came as something of a 
surprise to President Ford and Secretary Kissinger when the 
Soviet leader proposed a two-tier aoproach towards a J.Tiddle Gas t 
settlement on lines which the Americans .favoured. 

The Soviet Union would suPport, though not overtly, the 
Kissinger step-by~step method as an essential element in 
preparing the ground for the ultimate Geneva conference. Both 
the United States and the Soviet union- and also the Israelis -
assumed that with such patronage, and given ::Oadat's positive 
inclination, the Kissinger preparatory mission could not fail. 

Kissinger did not succeed; but he did not fail. On the 
contrary, his two missions in February and !":arch helped to clear 
the air, and to create a number of more favourable conditions 
for an ultimate settlement, probably partial, which hac1 not 
existed before. It estabilished clearly that there were 
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essential concessions which - in the conditions Prevailing 
during !~arch - neither ":gypt nor Israel could make. noth the 
Rabin and the Sadat Governments were too weak in relation of 
their political su.pport to make the concession which Kissinger 
required. 

The first reaction by both superpowers \•ras to misread the 
resulting situation and to opt, almost in a state of desperation; 
for a make-or-break session of the Geneva conference. 

Then cane the reassessments. The Russians were first off 
the mar:C. They had in the first flush of the aftermath assumed 
that President Sadat would drop like a ripe fruit back into the 
Soviet lap, a gift they could not resist even in the name of 
detente and collaboration. But it did not happen. 

i!oscow noted instead that the firmness shown by sadat had 
boosted his position at home and in the Arab world, and that the 
same trend was reflected even more strongly in Israel. 1Zabin, 
after beinr, a Prime ?\inister with a divided C-abinet and a 
dubio·us one-vote majority in parliament, had become head of a 
united nation, Popular and strong inside the government and 
outside. Neither sadat nor '<abin looked like a ripe aPPle. 

At this point, there appears to have been high-level 
cons1..1l tat ion between !lashing ton and J·roscow and the i ni tia tive 
had come from vashington. Fe know no details, only the outcome. 

The Soviet ambassador to sgy:pt who was in ~-\oscow, was 
despatched hastily to Cairo. At the same time, through a number 
of highly-placed intermediaries, the soviet Government made 
direct contact with the Israeli leaders. ~'hat was significant 
in these soviet moves was they were not conducted as 
counterpoints to the Kissinger mission but more as parallel 
moves to reinforce the Kissinger stand by clarifying the Soviet 
position in relation to the Geneva conference and the 
guaranteeinr; of the security of Egypt and Israel. 

At this stage it is necessary to interpolate a broader 
Soviet assessment which considers the :1edi terranean area as a 
whole and not only the Arab-Israeli conflict. It is one of the 

interesting by-Products of these soviet discvssions in the wake 
of the Kissinger mission that it is possible to reconstruct the 
Soviet view on the current Nediterranean situation. 

It is as much this evaluation of the .,,!editerranean 
situation as the all-important desire to maintain a high degree 



of collabcc·atiun lmo1·e than dete;··,te) wi t:h the United States that 
is shaping current soviet attitudes in the Mediterranean area 
and the Middle East, 

It has to bG nct'"d her~ tr:at there is an almost incredible 
gap or contro;diction batweerl the p:r·ivatt!l face of tloviet 
atti tudtHl '"'" 0lxp;;ew~ed in these cmtHe'iemHal @XchangelO and the 
public face o£ Soviet pre~s and ~adio presentation, and even of 
Soviet ministerial declaloations. 

The private face of Soviet policy is one of growing concern 
at the erosion of specifically Soviet position in the region. 
None of this was evident in the hard-line speech of Premier Kosygin 
'-'rith which he welcomed Sadam Husain in Hoscow on April 14. In 
sum the Soviet position is put like this: 

·- The soviet Govern:nent had made great efforts to court the 
TUrkish Government and this had led Hoscow to make a terrible 
mistake ovc:r the Cyprus issue. The Soviet Union has now 
withdrawn its support for TUrkey and relations have never been 
worse bet\:reen the two Governments. 

- The: Soviet Union had placed much hope on its relations with the 
Shah and even more on those with Iraq. Hoscow has no illusions 
now that the Iranian-Iraqi Agreement signed in Algeria is in 
effect hostile to the Soviet position in both countries and 
especially to a Soviet presence in the Gulf. 

- The recent conflict between Syria and Iraq over the Euphrates 
Dam control, which the Russians have constructed in Syria, has 
greatly embarassed the Soviet Union. 

- The Soviet leaders are also increasingly worried by the 
Byzantine politics of the Palestinian organizations, as they 
put it. They want to take the disruptive sting out of the 
Palestinian solution and have been active behind the scenes in 
seeking a rapprochementbetween Arafat and Husaino 

- \r,'i th so many uncertain factors and disunited elements on the 
Arab side, the soviet view is that an early meeting of the 
Geneva conference would be disasterous: it would allow those 
Israelis who want to go to Geneva in order to expose its 
ineffectiveness to make their point. 

- It would therefore be necessary to wait until these differences 
have been resolved, and the Preparatory work completed, before 
recalling the Geneva conference. Belayev has said the same thing 
publicly in his broadcasts to the United States. 

Thus within three weeks of Kissinger's abrupt departure from the 
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Middle East, the soviet Union, Israel and Egypt were suggesting 
ways and means to reengage him in another negotiating process. 

- The only area where the Russians felt reasonably happy was in 
their strategic position in the Mediterranean. The policy of 
strategic parity, they claim, has enabled them to establish a 
sound bargaining position with regard to the us Sixth Fleet. 
They want to improve this further in order to make possible 
the mutual withdrawal of the us and soviet fleets from the 
Mediterranean. 

- They believe that in the changing popular mood of the United 
States this could become a possibility. 

The United States position in the process of reassessment 
can be considered only marginally. The least mentioned aspect 
of it, at this stage, is the future of the Sixth Fleet in the 
Mediterranean. The Russians clearly consider this not as a 
short-range objective but one that could become of major signi 
ficance at any time before the next Presidential election. 
Especially, if there are important political.changes in Greece 
and Spain and possibly also in Italy. 

A central element of the American reassessment process is 
the public discussion of the special relationship towards Israel. 
This is being conducted with a degree of frankness and realism 
unprecedented in American-Israel relations. But it also is evi
dently discussed with a great sense of responsibility by both 
parties. 

The outcome of this facing up to the realities can be only 
beneficial for the United States and for the Israelis, but it 
could easily lead to a further misreading of the situation in 
the Middle East. For it has to be noted that neither the Soviet 
Union nor the United states has made any political gains in the 
Mediterranean and Middle East since the second world war as a 
result of direct military intervention. 

The changes in the positions of influence and strength of 
the superpowers have come as a result of local military conflicts 
in Algeria, in the Arab-Israeli and the Turkish-Greek conflicts, 
and as consequence of domestic revolutionary changes in Morocco, 
Tunisia, Libya and Greece and this would seem to be the pattern 
also for the future. 
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Yet despite the seeming uncer<tainties o£ the Amer<ican 
reassessment process, the diplomatic initiative.in the area 
remains with the united states and especially with Dr. Kissinger•s 
own brand of diplomacy. This is characterized by its considerable 
measure of understanding and even collaboration with the Soviet 
Union with regard to the agreed priorities of current superpower 
diplomacy. 

As Dr. Kissinger explained after the Vladivostock summit 
last October, one of the areas where this has become possible 
is in the Middle East. For it was here that the soviet Union 
and the United States faced the most immediate need for an 
agreed form of crisis management. 

Superpower policies in relation to their client states in the 
Middle East and in the Mediterranean has been composed hitherto 
of a mixture of intervention and non-intervention according to 
the needs of the client states. Before the 1967 war the United 
States intervened with massive help and arms for Israel; the 
soviet union did the same for Egypt. When war broke out both 
superpowers desisted from intervention: the United States because 
Israel was doing well and the Russians because they did not wish 
to clash with the United States. 

There were some variations in 1973 with the roles reversed 
at the outset but basically the unwillingness or inability of 
the superpowers to intervene was still evident. The same was 
true of the Cypn1s crisis in 1974. 

At Vladivostock - and since - the superpowers faced their 
major preoccupation in the area: how can they prevent any of 
their client states (without using this term in any pejorative 
sense) from making an independent decision to go to war or reject 
terms of settlement acceptable to the superpowers. 

This problem for both superpowers alike has gained an added 
urgency in recent weeks as a result of the Pact of Algiers be
tween Iran and Iraq. This has introduced a new power-factor into 
the Gulf region with the tremendous military potential which 
from the outset was accompanied by a warning to the superpowers 
not to intervene in this region. 

This unexpected Pact has created new areas of uncertainty 
and disquiet in Saudi Arabia, Kuwait and Syria not to speak of 
the lesser Gulf states. Since it is also the region with the 
greatest oil reserves in the world, it has added greatly to the 
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sense of urgency in the superpower need for reassessing more 
than anything their own ability to control the situation which 
developed during March and April 1975 in the wake of the Kis
singer mission though not necessarily connected with it. 

The central feature of this development was that quite 
suddenly the principal elements in the Middle East were in the 
hands of strong governments whose strength consisted to some 
considerable extent on their emphasis ~f their own independence 
from superpower pressures and intervention. 

The Shah's recent policies in India, Afghanistan and espe
cially his agreement with Iraq were all part of this resistance 
to Soviet policies. in these area; both Iran and Iraq had been 
urged by the Soviet union two years ago to allow the Soviet 
Union to mediate a settlement between them. The Shah was not 
ready for it; his doubts about the Americans had not then develop
ed as they have done since; and the Iraqi administration was too 
insecure to risk such a turn-about in policy. 

This has changed. Iranian influence and tonnexions have 
been reinforced in West Asia, in the Gulf and in the Arab world. 
In Iraq, the de facto ruler, Sadam Husain al Tikriti, completed 
the deal with the Shah without Moscow's knowledge and added the 
warning against foreign intervention in the Gulf only months 
after Iraq had signed the Protocol attached to the Treat of 
Friendship which permitted the Soviet union to develop naval 
facilities near UmmQasr in the Gulf. 

The role of the Kissinger·mission as a catalyst, transform
ing a weak administration into a popular and strong government, 
was most evident in Israel. Had Rabin accepted the Kissinger 
terms on March 22 and agreed to withdraw from the Sinai passes 
and the Abu Rodeis oilfield without any political engagement by 
Egypt, he might have won the support offue Knesset with the 
smallest of a majority, possibly only a single vote. 

The rejection of the American-sponsored proposal and his 
accompanying firmness rallied the country, the Cabinet and par
liament. Rabin could express his wish that Kissinger resume his 
mission, or go to Geneva on this new basis of strength. 

There was another important but not very evident development 
in the internal situation in Israel. The country has been in the 
unique position since the October War to have enjoyed the benefits 
of defeat without having had to suffer or pay the price of defeat. 
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In military terms, and also in the economic and other fields, 
the country has gone through a period of reassessment and reva
luation. 

The full impact of this may yet take time to show itself. 
But in two fields the consequences are becoming apparent. 

Most immediately significant is the strategic reassessment 
of border security in relation to peace.Dayan,for example, said 
after the 1967 war that if he had to choose between Sharm as-Sheikh 
and peace, he would chose Sharm. More recently, however, Dayan 
has been discussing the sensitive problem of the Golan Heights 
and stressed that so long as Israel remains in occupation there 
could be no peace. 

It is this realization in the wake of the October War that 
has led to an unprecedented scientific and production effort by 
Israel's war industries, especially aircraft and electronic, and 
in a total revision of previously accepted maxims of national 
strategy. The debate in some areas is still proceeding but conclu
sions are emerging and affecting the strategic pattern, in Sinai 
especially. 

The basic assumption at the root of this strategy is that 
the superpowers have not yet mastered the problem of crisis 
management in the Middle East and that future strategy has to 
be based on a combination of non-dependance on superpower support 
and rigid economy in the use of force and supplies - in every 
way the opposite to the conditions prevai 1i ng during the October 
\var of 1973. 

The second area of reconsideration of attitudes as well as 
policies concern the Palestine problem. There is of course no 
single representative Palestinian position and there is no great 
constancy of policy. Algeria, Libya, Saudi Arabia and Syria have 
their protege Palestianian movements, and so have, to a lesser 
extent, the Egyptians. This has become further complicated by 
the de facto adoption of the Arafat wing of the PLO by the Soviet 
Union. 

The Palestinians are thus again in danger of becoming pawns 
in the power politics of third parties. Over the years, and even 
in the days of the British Mandate, they were often a convenient 
excuse for others to obstruct a settlement for imperial or national 
reasons which were of no concern or interest to the Palestinians. 
The most recent example of this is the way the Soviet union orga-
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nized the UN support necessary for the recognition of the PLO 
and for the address to the Assembly by Yasir Arafat. 

In the same way, the soviet Union is now mediating between 
Arafat and King Husain of Jordan. In a way, one could describe 
this as a Soviet approach to crisis management since the Russians 
are greatly worried by the instability and unpredictabily of PLO 
policies which could provoke Israel into another military opera
tion in which the Lebanon could be the principal victim. 

The Israeli attitude towards the Palestinians has if any
thing hardened during the process of reassessment. In a way, the 
Israelis are probably better informed about the internal develop
ments inside the PLO and other Palestinian groups than any western 
or Arab government. Because of this, they have a massive dossier 
of Palestinian intentions and policies towards Israel which are 
not the same as those presented to the western world. 

These views may be no more representative of Palestinian 
intentions than any other views expressed but they do not encou
rage the Israelis to drop their guard. The Israelis agree on 
this point with the Soviet Union when they urge the Palestinians 
to produce the credible and representative voice willing and 
capable to negotiate. 

The Russians believe that Arafat is such a man and are pre
pared to back him. In order to make him acceptable to Israel, 
the Russians are now urging the PLO to accept the Husain Federa
tion plan, if only as a first step towards a Jordanian-Palestinian 
state which would in due course shed its Jordanian prefix. 

The Palestinian crunch will come when the Geneva issue is 
again opened and relevant - this may take some time yet. But the 
Russians have been making preliminary soundings with regard to 
this, and have exchanged ideas about it not only with the United 
States and the Arab countries but also with Israel . 

• 

The Russians want a precise definition of what Palestinian 
demands mean. For the first time this month, the l~ussians have 
spelled out what they understand by the customary formula. But 
what is the Palestinian definition? Is it that advanced by 
Hassanein Haikal - a secular state in Palestine and contiguous 
frontiers between Egypt and Jordan in the Negev? Or is it that 
favoured by Sadat and the Russians at one time - a return to the 
1947 frontiers proposed by the UN partition committee? 
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Before the Israelis negotiate the Palestinian question, 
they would want to know precisely what are the Palestinian 
demands now and how representative are the Palestinians who 
will negotiate the settlement, or what will happen if they 
are disowned by the "Rejection Front". 

All this has produced an important change in the Pale
stinian aspect of the Middle Eastern settlement. It has been 
said often during the processes of negotiation that no solu
tion of the Arab-Israeli conflict is possible without the 
solution of the problem of the Palestinians. This is no longer 
true. Just as the so-called Jewish problem has not been settled 
by the establishment of Israel, so it is unlikely that the so
lution of the Palestine problem will settle the Middle Eastern 
conflicts. It may help - that is all. 

The Palestine problem has to be settled for its own sake, 
and not for the sake of Arab or superpower strategic reasons; 
and that can be done only by a settlement arrived at by the 
two parties, the Israelis and the Palestinian!, principally 
concerned, that is, if the problem is soluble in our time. 
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I. ';,hough bordering only on Atlantic waters, nortugal is bringing 
additional tensions and uncertainties to the ;<cdi terranean 
basin. After a military-led coup d'etat brought the longest 
lasting fascist regime in Burope to an end much less violently 
th;:m one might have expected, the new regime is carrving on 
with some pain. The easy delivery had probablv created more ex
t>ettations for its infancy than it was reasonable to expect. 
The present difficulties should not, however, undermine the 
profound meaning of April 25, 197~-. and be dismissed as solely 
a change from one dictatorshiP to another. Some irreversible 
facts, like the end of colonialism and the perception of 
democratic life, if only that, will remain a bright milestone 
in the history of that country, thus far so dark and ominous. 
Portugal is now a relevant actor in the international political 
scene. 

Of the struggle for power between the armed forced and 
democratic parties, conseauences will be felt first of all in 
Spain, France and Italy. If the anti-:"ranco movement was 
greatly encouraged by the earlv outcome of the Portuguese 
;;:evolution, the present drawback in I.isbon political life Yrill 
encourage fears against any change towards democracy in :-1adrid 
connected with the decline of ·n ':audillo. The French communist 
party is known to be brotherly linked with the Portuguese 
omologue. Divisions may increase inside the alreadc' strained 
union de la gauche and be exPloited by the majority. The Italian 
communists never liked cu.nhal very much because of his 
traditionalism and strictly pro-Russian stand. Nonetheless 
their approaches towards joining government coalitions in Rome 
have been seriously handicapped bv Portuguese events. The 
resemblance of the declarations made by both parties to 
reassure 1•!/l.TO allies has .frightened several. •rhey were dismissed 
as "pure tactics" by Secretary Kissinger, among others. In fact 
real or alleged continuity or foreign policy is a traditional 
feature to ease domestic revolutionary changes. 

~'!hether the stated Portuguese ?idelity to the Atlantic 
Alliance be real or feigned, it has been viewedwith much ca'J.tion 
by other members, notably the US. 'rhe Nuclear Planning group 
was frozen during 1974, while Portuqal was a temporary member. 
Vith difficulties lying ahead concerning the use of the Azores 
base by the American air lift in case of a };iddle .Sast conflict, 
with pending negotiations between l7ashington and l-~adrid for the 
American base in southern Spain and with some consequences of 
the partial withdrawal of Greece from l'!A'l'O still to be 
compensated for, the western world is facing serious problems 
in southern Gurope. !.11 these considerations seem to justify the 
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opening statem~nt about· the ""impact"· of the :ro:rtvgv~ sitv.ation 
on the riediterranean . 

. · 

II. Increasingly the Basin is the place for actual or potential 
conflicts, and witnesses the advancement of countries towards 
more si.gnifica~t roles in the world. "'his does not make the 
J·.<editerranean a "region". ':'here are few unifying facto:rs among 
the coastal countries. ~'his is true for the northern coast 
even more than for the southern ones. Portugal, Italv and 
Tur'<ey are members of NATO; Rrance and Greece have left. though 
they remain in the Atlantic Alliance; Spain is an ally of the 
USA; Yugoslavia and Albania are communist countries differentlv 
placed in the "gray area", while the Blac~< :>ea wa~hes on the 
"!arsaw pact countries. 

"i·'fedi terranean POlicies" are thus difficult to conceive. 
Several suropean count:r>ies have, however, had ambitions of this 
kind which mostly are the inheritance from past colonial 
si tv.ations. Colonial heritage dominated ?rench and ?nglish 
i'iedi terranean policies till the Suez crisis ( '56). and Algerian 
independence. Since then the r.:nglish commitment :1as been 
constantly reduced and the rrench influence also diminished. 
Bilateral links remain that run from North to sovth; they 
mostly are of economic or of cu.ltural nau~re. The transformation 
of these links into a small sphere of influence was thov.ght of 
repeatedly. An example is the project of linking l'tadrid to the 
8''JC in view of estabilishing a 7 rench-dominated reqi_on in the 
western i"~edi terranean, with the narticioation of Italy, Spain 
and l'iaghreb, an idea, attributed to President PomPidou. It 
received a good deal of sympathy among people in the Spanish 
regime, and also found supoorters among some ,-;hristian 
Democrat groups in Italy. At the time of meeting between 
Pomoidou a:nd Andreotti in Lucca ( 1972) rumors circul.ated of a 
possible trade-off between Italy's accePtance of the .c;r.;r;AJ'l 
colo·ur TV-System and participation in Sl).ch a nroject. :(eactions 
were prompt and harsh and official denials came soon both on 
the Prench and Italian side. 

'rhe German interest in the nediterranean was p!'evented for 
long after I.Torld 'Jar II, but it appears to be increasing in the 
last few years. Arab caoital looking for inv~tment; has been 
naturally attracted by the promising German market. The FRG be!ng 
one of the few surplus countries has been compelled to 
assL~me an increasing respol'lsibility in the capital market, in 
favor of less fortunate countries. Italv received a_ bilateral 
loan almost a year ago. Portugal is said to have he~n offered 
substantial aid by Bonn, after an unsuccessful att>e!11Pt to 
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bring in the Community to help the Lisbon government. 

III. Power policies in Italy have traditionally looked at the 
dedi terranean as "mare nostrum". One can rou.ghl:;r identify two 
schools of thought in Italian history: a io·vropean one, leaning 
towards the l"rench and ''nglish democracies, ·usuall v more 
progressive, if not lefti.st; and a r·:edi terranea"l one, claiming 
a southern "spazio vitale" and having as a 81/ropean counterpart 
the support of Germany as·a state which had no direct interest 
in the Hediterranean . 

. ~fter the last world war which pratically squelched 
Italian aspirations to power, Lediterra•1ean -policv had little 
fortune. It reapPeared however as an alternative to the ties 
which Italy was making with the rest of ":l1rope both by means of 
the Atlantic Alliance and r::uropean integration. Italian internal 
opposition to adherence to the Atlantic Pact was quite strong, 
bt~t it was conducted mainly not as an alternative bet'l'reen north 
and south but between east and west. However, there were also 
wings of the Christian Democratic left which were reticent; 
these found an important support in the policy of Hattei, which 
in the attempt to affirm Italian autonomy on the oil issue, 
privileged bilateral policies oriented in a south-east direction 
rather than those multilateral ones oriented to the north-west. 

J',f ter Hat tei the "l'edi terranean alternative" became even 
more fortuitous. 1 ieanwhile the change in suuport of Israel by 
one and the other superpowers led to a shifting to the left of 
pro-Arab sympathies (though the pro-Israeli attitude of diverse 
political forces not necessarily on the right remained). One 
can note, however, that neither the Pro-Arab nor the oro-Israeli 
stance necessarily implies aspirations of '.·le<l i terranean uol icy, 
but a.re to be attributed to sympa thv for the ;;:as t or for the 
1Yest to recePtiveness from Jewish pressure s;rot'PS and to 
sympathy towards the Palestinian movement. 

At the end of the sixties and the beginning of the 
seventies the Hedi terranean area an<l the i·''iddle T;;as t appeared 
non-controversial, not only in the government coalition (center
-left) but also in relations between the majoritv and the 
major· oppesiti:lll<fl party (PSI-the Italian commvnist Party). 
;::oreover, once this party adhererJ. to 'illroTOean inte(Tration an<l 
accepted the Atlantic ,~,lliance, there J:'ollowe<l " neriod in 
which government and opposition had no major differencies on 
matters o.f foreign policy. 

The October '.'ar, at the end of 197 3, the oil enbargo 
(Italy was not considered either friendly or inimical by the 
Arabs), the Cyprus crisis and the subseauent exit of Greece from 
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NA'l'O, and finally the already mentioned Portuguese events, 
constituted motives of new international tension "near" Italy, 
and therefore of new tension internally. 

IV. The effective contributions of Italy to 'JATO are inferior to 
the theoretical ones. The conscription force, 160,000 men in 
all, is just over half (531) of the total requested, the 
effective deep-sea vessels are not more than about ten, the 
airforce can count on about 280 crafts, many of which are 
largely obsolete, and about a. hundred a'1ti-aircraft missiles. 

It ought to be mentioned, however, that in Italy there 
are five air or missile and three navy bases. Their importance 
would increase if tension in the }1iddle 'iast flared un into a 
long conflict and/or if the rest of the iJP.TO bases in the zone 
were called into question. This second case could come about 
with the growth of tens ion between Greece and 'TUrkey, wl:.ich 
remain the advanced roints in the eastern r·:editerranean 
alliance, or with eventual difficulties or conditions which 
could arise with regard 1;0 the use of the ba.ses in the Azores 
and one day with the American base in Spain. 

Greater Italian commitments (either as a consecmence of 
conflicts in the i<iddlc Sast and/or a.s a substitute for the 
insv.fficienciesof the other allies) would encounter variovs 
internal difficulties both. of a political and of an economic 
natvre. The allarm which the possibility (svbsequ_ently proved 
false) of a NI\TO request to substitute specific functions 
performed by Greece created in Italy is symptomatic. The 
economic situation of the country is sv.ch to discourage 
greater financial commitments and in reality the quota of the 
national budget given over to defense has constantly decreased 
in recent years. If it weren't for a diffuse anc1. profouYtc1 
sense of danger, any request for a greater military commitment 
would probably meet with strong :resistance Ytot only from the 
c9mmunist opposition but also from within the present 
government coalition. 

v. Several months ago Italian public opinion busied itself in the 
exegesis of one of President Ford's statements in which he 
predicted that a country allied to the USA would go bankrupt 
in 1975. Is it Italy? it was asked worriedlv or - malicious 
hope - is it sngland? 

Now Italy ascertains with satisfaction the early active 
settlement of its non-oil balance of payments, repavs a Part 
of the German bilateral loan before the term exnires, and to 
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the surprise of the Brussels' circles, declines the offer of be
ing beneficiary of a conununity loan to use in the "petrodollar" 
market. Though remaining for the foreseeable future in debt, 
Italy has returned to be "solvent" in the eyes of credit banking, 
It is true that this does not satisfy everyone. on the contrary, 
it occasions violent criticisms: the Bank of Italy, it is said, 
did its part, but the government no, having permitted a suffocat
ing restriction on credit facilities, serious recessive effects 
and rising unemployment. The responses of the government which 
has loosened the credit restrictions are also knovm. Perhaps Ita
ly is destined to live for a while in this state of semi-asphyxia 
in which death is kept at bay by repeated small doses of oxygen. 
However, this is not the place to discuss this particular. 

It is probable that no one ever seriously thought that Italy 
would fall on such evil days, but perhaps Ford was referring to 
Italy. 'ilhy? The first recipients of the message were the Arab ex
porters of oil, to whom were underlined the grave consequences of 
the high price of oil for their "clients". The crisis of Italy 
could have dragged down the others (the "domino effect") with the 
obvious consequences of the demand for petroleum. The other reci
pients were Europeans: it was necessary to underline the saving 
character of the American interventions, up until then accused of 
"exporting their inflation to Europe" (the same accusation which 
today the Arabs are making). If one really believes in the danger 
of the "domino effect", the first thing to do is to concentrate 
one's energies on the first piece. That is exactly what has hap
pened. Italy has in fact benefited from a vast international soli
darity, manifested in a wide range of financial aid. 

VI• The internal Italian debate has been dominated in the last two 
years by the question of a conununist participation in the govern
ment. 

An analysis of the positions of communist foreign policy in 
recent years reveals a constant favoring of Arab and Palestinian 
positions, with the exception of terroristic acts, but not a ten
dency to confer on Italy a role more Mediterranean than European. 
Ties with the rest of the conununist movement, hence with Russia 
and Europe, are dominant. Tlle original action of the PCI confirm
ed in occasion of the recent Party Congress was rather bent on 
demonstrating western Europe's role both in the international 
scenario (European Conununity) and in the communist movement (Meet
ings of Ives tern European Communist Parties). 

Much depends on the international context. The PCI maintains 
that it does not aim at the abandonment of the western block, but 
at reducing the importance of the blocks. This seems reasonable. 
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However, it is necessary to ask what would happen if internation
al events lead instead only momentarily to a reinforcement of the 
blocks. It is likely that in such a case the PCI would find it
self in front of a choice between distancing itself from the area 
of government or partially detaching itself from the internation
al communist movement. This latter possibility appears improbable, 
in that it is unimaginable that the USSR Communist Party in a si
milar situation would impose disciplinary action. 

Another element of uncertainty is the Portuguese situation. 
The events of Lisbon have cast a dark shadow on the proposal for 
a "historic compromise" made by the PCI and have been largely ex
ploited by those inimical to the proposal. If the pro-European 
and democratic line prevails i1 Portugal after the elections,this 
could be an important card in the hands of the Italian communists. 
If instead the alliance between communists and military were to 
win and give to the new Portuguese state an authoritarian charac
ter, the PCI would once again find itself faced with the alterna
tive either to renounce the historic compromise or to detach it
self from other communist parties (in particular the French). It 
would be important to see the Soviet attitude in this case. There 
remain, finally, the possibility of no communist government parti
cipation and, barring from the realm of the probable a rightist 
coalition, the continuation in power of the center-left coalition. 
The continuity of foreign policy is naturally reinforced, given 
some of the above-cited limits of the defense commitment. 

VII. we have learned recently of documents made public by the USA De
partment of State in which at the time of the conception of the 
Atlantic Alliance a part of high ranking American civil servants, 
among whom G. Kennan, opposed Italy's participation therein be
cause it opposed the participation of Mediterranean countries. 
(Greece and Turkey, as is well-known, joined subsequently, in the 
fifties). \vhat do the functionaries of the American State Depart
ment say today in secret? 

The phase of containment, the building up of integrated sy
stems of alarm and of defense, the existence of a zone of greater 
confrontation in central Europe, the support without arriere
-pensees of European integration by the Americans, and the rela
tive indifference of the alliance to internal regimes - provided 
they are not communist: all this has contributed for years to the 
solidity of NATO. And all this is now called into question. De~ 
tente has reduced the perception of danger; the modifications' in 
USA s~ategy have accentuated the importance of SLBM; Ostpolitik 
has resulted in the removal of major tensions from central Europe; 
while the concept of partnership is declining, bilateral ties with 
Washington have been strengthened; present or potential changes in 
regime to the south make a communist participation in government 
possible. 

Will this bring a greater differentiation between the central 
and northern-central sector? 
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There are three aspects of the Middle East conflict which, 
though definable separately, form a single interconnected whole. 
The discussion of any one aspect presupposes the discussion of 
the other two. The first aspect is seen in the superpower con
frontation; the second in the energy crisis; and the third in 
·the Arab-Israeli conflict. · 

Thus there can be no lasting settlement without the agree
ment and cooperation of the two great powers. This implies 
that the negotiation toward a fruitful settlement cannot be 
carried out by the United States alone but should include the 
Soviet union. 

Moreover, the conflict cannot be separated from the pro
blem of oil. So long as the Middle East crisis continues, the 
supply and price of oil will be threatened, 

Finally, the Middle East conflict is essentially the Arab
-Israeli conflict and no final solution is possible without the 
solution of the Palestine problem. 

The Role of the Super-Powers. 

A major result of the last (1973) Arab-Israeli war was the 
considerable gain in United States' political influence in the 
region and the corresponding decline of the Soviet position. 

In the Arab world the October war brought to an effective 
end the period of Nasserism and the begining of a new configura
tion of power based on pragmatic unity among the Arab states 
irrespective of their social and ideological systems. The two 
countries which formed the new power axis were Saudi Arabia 
and Egypt, one the richest and the other the largest and strong
est country in the Arab world, 

Nasserism, which had dominated the power system in the Arab 
World since the mid-fifties, presupposed the polarization of the 
two super-powers in the Middle East. The Arabs under Nasser lean
ed heavily on Soviet support in their confrontation with Israel, 
The new Egyptian-saudi alliance, on the other hand, has moved 
away from the Soviet Union and toward dependence on the United 
States in solving the Arab-Israeli conflict. 

Seen in the broader international context, the American 
position in the region has been strengthened not only in so far 
as the Arab-Israeli conflict is concerned but also in the vital 
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areas of the Eastern Mediterranean and the Gulf. It can thus 
be said that so long as the Egyptian-Saudi axis maintains its 
hegemony in the new Arab configuration of power, an American
oriented system of stability will prevail in the region. The 
Egyptian-Saudi hegemony,however, cannot be preserved unless 
the American peace effort is successful, 

Is an exclusively American-oriented system of stability 
possible in the Middle East? 

The erosion of the Soviet position was in part produced 
by the belief that American diplomacy could achieve what the 
Soviet Union had failed to achieve, namely, a peaceful set
tlement of the Arab-Israeli conflict. Egypt and Saudi Arabia 
have put all their eggs in the American basket. Their gamble 
has come under increasingly heavy fire in the Arab world, and 
unless a break-through is achieved their position will sooner 
or later become untenable. The American option, however, has 
to be taken and carried to the end before any shift becomes 
possible. 

It is perhaps not surprising that the Americans are begin~ 
ning to realize that they cannot resolve the conflict without 
bringing in the Soviet Union. Ever since the Vladivostok confe
rence the Americans have moved towards a position of allowing 
the Soviet Union to play a role in the peace-making process. 
The step-by-step approach which Dr. Kissinger had advocated 
has gradually given way to the collective approach which the 
Soviet Union, and some Arab countries such as Algeria and Syria 
as well as the PLO, had called for all along. The piece-meal 
approach, which marked the phase of American diplomatic ascen
dency, has now begun to give way to the whole-sale approach 
marking the phase of full Soviet participation. It can be said 
that the attempts to push the soviet Union out of the region 
has failed. That attempt has resulted not in a settlement of 
the Middle East conflict but in a new polarization. The Soviet 
Union is a Middle Eastern power, and the Middle East is vital 
to its security. It is impossible to prevent the Soviet Union 
from playing its role in any Middle Eastern settlement. 

It is now clear that detente cannot be firmly achieved 
anywhere in the world if it is not achieved in the Middle East. 
And detente in the Middle East is possible because it has been 
amply demcns~ated that the fundamental objectives which motivate 
Soviet policy in the area are precisely those which dominate the 
policy of the United States: Israeli withdrawal from the occupied 
Arab territories, guarantees for the existence of Israel, an end 
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to the arms racE, and la'3ting peace and stability in the region. 

The increas:Lng awcx:.'eness that an end to the Middle East 
conflict can be estab:l.ished only ire agreement with the Soviet 
Union has shifted the g:r·:mnd cf :1egotiations to the kind of 
framework where the Soviet Un~.on can play its proper role, na
mely, to muJ. ti-party negotiations. Ba:;."ring some irrational 
miscalculation, the supe:rpcwers may soon find themselves enga_g
ed in an effort at Geneva that might so reduce the Middle East 
crisis as to pave the way to settlement; if this were to come 
about it might con~itute a corner-stone in the global system 
of detente. 

The Middle East Conflict and Oil. 

The most direct way the Middle East conflict can affect 
the energy crisis is through the imposition of an Arab oil 
embargo. 

Some observers have argued that the Arab countries may be 
reluctant to use the oil weapon again, even if Israel were to. 
attack Syria or Egypt or both. An embargo, it is argued, would ·" 
have limited impact as the industrialized countries have accu
mulated considerable reserves of oil since the October war and 
have made 2.rrangements to share energy resources among them-. 
selves in time of crisis. These observers point out that the 
Arab countries would probably do better by maintaining the flow 
of oi~ and keep the revenues coming in and thereby be in a 
better position to exert pressure on the industrialized countries. 

Others argue that another war will inevitably force the · 
Arab oil-producing countries to impose an oil embargo, regardless 
of financial considerations. Saudi Arabia and the Gulf countries 
would not be likely to sit back if the more militant producers, 
such as Iraq, Libya, and Algeria, imposed the embargo. A reduction 
in production of probably up to 40 per cent will accompany any 
embargo to make ineffective the sharing of energy resources among 
members of the International Energy Agency. Under such conditions 
oil reserves of the individual countries will probably prove 
insufficient and thus force these countries to pursue indepen
dent policies regarding the Middle East. 
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Of course; under such circumstances the temptation of the 
United States t6 intervene in the Arab oil-producing countries 
Wiii be verY strong. How likely is American intervention under 
such conditions and how effective would it be? 

As far as the abilitY to intervene is concerned the Penta~ 
gon strategists seetn convinced that landing and occupation ope··,_, 
rations can be mounted successfully, As to whether there wili 
be a decision to intervene will depend on the mood prevailing 
at the White House and on the feeling in Congress and among 
the military leaders. Given certain conditions an American in
tervention in the Arab oil-producing countries must be consider
ed as both possible and probable, 

But if the will to intervene may be problematic the result 
of intervention is not. There is general agreement among 
observers that it would result in various types of reactions 
all of which could be disastrous in their effect, The Arabs 
may destroy oil facilities, such as jetties and pumping stations, 
causing disruption in the flow of oil for several months, Or 
they may blow up entire oil fields, sparking wide-scale upheaval. 
Under such circumstances one can envisage conditions of wide
-spread chaos, with American and Western interests and personnel 
becoming targets of indiscriminate attack. "Intervention", as 
Mohammad Hassanien Heikal, the former editor of Al-Ahram, put it, 
"would make the Bay of Pigs and Vietnam seem like picnics", 

From all this it appears certain that the solution of the 
Middle East conflict will have a direct impact on the energy 
crisis. In the first place, the need to use the oil weapon would 
decrease or altogether disappear; and differences over production 
and prices would have a better chance of being resolved under 
conditions of stability and peace than under conditions of crisis 
and the threat of war. If peace were achieved the flow of oil 
would be assured through old and new pipelines pouring into Med
iterranean ports, ~~d with the opening of the Suez Canal, costs 
would be reduced. The main beneficiaries of such developments 
would be the Mediterranean consumers who have suffered most as 
a result of war and tension in the Middle East. 

On the other hand, so long as the Middle East conflict 
remains unresolved all Arab countries, regardless of their 
ideological or political orientations, will continue to be in
volved in it, poisoning their relations with the industrialized 
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countries and adding to the crisis and uncertainty in the energy 
and financial systems. 

It is worth noting that by their threats to use force the 
Americans have contributed to increasing tension and undermining 

- --the_ confidence of Arab countries in Western intentions. 
Dr. Kissinger'sremarks, reaffirmed and supported on different 
occasions by President Ford, Vice-President Roc~ener and De
fence secretary schlesinger, seem to have predisposed large 
segments of American public opinion in favor of the use of force. 
This appears to be in line with American attempts to keep the 
Arab countries off balance and to form an oil consumers' front 
composed of the industrialized countries. The united States has 
called for discriminatory measures against Arab and other OPEC 
countries in the latest trade legislation by Congress, put 
pressure on international agencies to stop extending loans to 
OPEC countries, and exhibited increasing reluctance to provide 
adequate guarantees to the producers as to the future value of 
their current surplus revenues. Furthermore, the United States 
is still doing all it can to prevent the European countries and 
Japan from adopting independent energy policies suited to their 
own specific needs and susceptibilities and to confront the Arabs 
with an aggressive Western front. 

In the Middle East conflict, on the energy level as well as 
on other levels, the only alternative to confrontation is nego
tiation. The United States is the key factor in determining the 
solution of the Middle East conflict and in finding the way out 
of the energy crisis. If the United States, then, is genuinely 
interested in finding an equitable solution to the Middle East 
conflict and the energy crisis, it is essential that its actions 
aiming at confrontation and intervention be abandoned and replaced 
by more rational and less aggressive positions, such as those 
taken by France and Japan. 

The Arab-Israeli Conflict. 

The core of the Middle East crisis is the Arab-Israeli 
conflict and there is general agreement that no solution of 
this conflict is possible without the solution of the problem 
of the Palestinians. 
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For a long time the Israelis have ignored the Palestinians 
and refused to acknowledge any role for them in the Arab-Israeli 
conflict. Thus, the official position of the Israeli Foreign 
Office toward the Palestinians has been that they "are not a 
party to the conflict between Israel and the Arab states". The 
well-known comment made in 1969 by Mrs. Meir, the former prime 
minister of Israel, reveals the long standing Zionist attitude 
toward the Palestinians. "It was not as though there was a 
Palestinian people in Palestine considering itself a Palesti
nian people and we came and threw them out and took away their 
country from them", she said. "They did not exist". 

More recently there has been some change in the Israeli 
position. Foreign Minister Yigal Alon admitted not too long 
ago that "a Palestinian problem" did exist and that its solu
tion was a precondition for the solution of the Arab-Israeli 
conflict. But he saw the problem as one of "identity" rather 
than of "rights" and dismissed the Palestinian demands for 
national self-determination as contrary to Israeli sovereignty, 

Although the position of the Israeli government is some
what more realistic than it was a few years ago, it still falls 
short of that taken by most countries in the world regarding 
the rights of the Palestinians. 

The international community, with the exception of the 
united States - together with Chile, Bolivia and one or two 
other central American States - has come to view the solution 
of the Arab-Israeli conflict as based on assuring justice to 
both the Israelis and the Palestinians. This implies the reco
gnition of Palestinian rights, the withdrawal of Israel from 
Egyptian and Syrian territories occupied in 1967, the establish
ment of a Palestinian national authority in the W'est Bank, Gaza 
and Arab Jerusalem, and the guaranteeing of Israel's territorial 
security. This is the same position taken by the internationa.l 
community over a quarter of a century ago when it voted in 1947 
the Partition Plan which divided Palestine into a Jewish state 
and a Palestinian state and gave Jerusalem an international 
status. 

The Israeli government still refuses to recognize the PLO 
or to negotiate with the PLO. As King Hussein of Jordan is no 
longer (since the Rabat conference of 1974) the spokesman for 
the Palestinians, the Israelis have no means of dealing with 
the Palestinians. Israel may now regret not having negotiated 
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with King Hussein before the PLO had gained international re
cognition, and would probably agree to deal with him if condi
tions required it. But unless Israel recognizes the PLO and 
thereby the rights of the Palestinians to self-determination 
t:tere is little likelihood of progress in the direction of a 
solution to the Arab-Israeli conflict. 

But is is probably easier for Israel to recognize the PLO 
than for the PLO to recognize Israel. The Palestinians by grant
ing recognition to Israel would be renouncing their rights to 
most of the land which they once possessed in its entirety, 
while the Israelis in recognizing the PLO would be simply adapt
ing themselves to a political reality. True, implicit in the 
Israeli action may be acceptance of the principle of Palestinian 
self-determination and Palestinian authority over part of Pale
stine (rnmely, less than 20 per cent of Palestine), but Palestinian 
action in granting legitimacy to Israeli sovereignty means in 
fact giving up their birth-right. The Palestinians have much 
more to lose than the Israelis by the act of mutual recognition. 

Stated in these terms the problem is put as it would appear 
from the Palestinian point of view. Within the larger Arab world 
context the problem is somewhat different. The Arab "confrontation" 
states have committed themselves to de facto recognition of 
Israel and to signing a peace agreement with her once a settlement 
is reached, For the Arab states, a peace settlement would result 
in the restoration of all their territories, the achievement o£ 
all their immediate goals. For the Palestinians, on the other 
hand, it will result only in restoration of territories occupied 
in 1967, and simultaneously in the relinquishing of the rest of 
Palestine. 

The Palestinian pragmatists reject the all-or-nothing 
approach of the militants and call for compromise and realism 
in dealing with the present situation. They argue that Israel 
cannot be destroyed by war and that failure to achieve settlement 
now will lead to Israel's de facto absorption of the rest of 
Palestine. They see a peace settlement bringing about an end to 
Israeli expansionism and with it its religious and racist exclu
sivism. They see the possibility of genuine Palestinian-Israeli 
coexistence and in time cooperation between the two people lead
ing even to federation or a bi-national state - to so~ething 
along the lines of a "secular democratic Palestine" -
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There is opposition to this line of thought in Palestiniah 
and Arab ranks. A political settlement based on surrender of 
rights that the Palestinians have struggled to preserve since 
the early 1920's is hard for most Palestinians and many Arabs 
to accept. The militants argue that the PLO should resist 
compromise at any cost, especially now that the Arabs have 
entered into a new era of economic and political power. It 
seems certain that were the present efforts to a peaceful 
settlement to be rebuffed,the militant opposition could gain 
the upper hand in the Arab world. 
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Although the Mediterranean is not in the immediate geogra
phical vicinity of either the Soviet Union or the United States, 
in contemporary geopolitics it has been a most sensitive area 
to changes occurring in the balance of power on the global le
vel. What can now be termed the "Mediterranean crisis" is par
ticularly indicative of the DISTURBANCES produced by shifts in 
politico.,..military set-ups since the advent of what has come to 
be identified as a growing tendency towards DETENTE. 

Within a limited period, practically every country border
ing the Mediterranean has witnessed or is expected to witness 
marked changes. No one c~ fail to notice the irreversible 
processes taking place in the Middle East crisis since the 
October war. Abrupt institutional changes have occurred since 
in Portugal, Greece and Cyprus. Momentous changes are likely 
to occur in Spain, Yugoslavia and Tunisia soon after their 
aging, life-appointed heads of state disappear. Oil and gas 
have promoted the regional import of Libya and Algeria. No 
remedy has been found for Italy's chronic political instability. 
What future does Albania have, since Qhina is no longer an out
cast? NATO's cohesion has suffered rifts and setbacks, not only 
in the case of France a few years ago, but now also with Greece, 
Turkey and Portugal and possibly with Italy in the future. In
side the Mediterranean, the American/Soviet naval balance of 
power is bound to acquire a new dimension if and when the 
Suez Canal is reopened. 

Forms and reasons for these changes seem heterogeneous, 
but can be traced to a coherent explanation. To simplify ana
lysis we shall follow a logical rather than a chronological se
quence, irrespective of incidental interactions and the relative 
impurt of the various phenomena under study. 

Detente does not imply a cancelling of contradictions. Ra
ther, it can be defined as a PURPOSEFUL REARRANGEMENT of contra
dictions, dictated by a growing need to FREEZE a specific set of 
contradictions, namely those accepted by all concerned as being 
more detrimental to them all than beneficial to any: nuclear war, 
pollution, possible future famines ••• 

Now, with the freezing of mutually constraining, admittedly 
self-destructive modes of conflict, less "intolerable", more va
riegated forms of conflict come to the fore. Many of these new 
forms were screened, repressed or "absorbed" in the previous bi
polar, pre-detente world' pattern. Hence we witness a DISPLACE-
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MENT OF ACTIVE CONTRADICTIONS, operating less at the "summit", 
more at "intermediary" levels and specifically in regions where 
a complex entanglement of hot issues remains unsolved, with a 
corresponding proliferation of distinct and relatively independent 
actors in cybernetical feedback interplay. The current crisis 
in the Mediterranean is a demonstration of the unfolding of this 
process. 

The Mediterranean separates Europe from its previous colo
nies in Africa and Asia. World War II, which was, at least in 
the Mediterranean theatre, a war involving contending colonial 
powers, deeply undermined the colonial system in the region. 
Though this gave national liberation movements a powerful im
petus, up till the end of the war only a few of the countries 
along the southern and eastern shores of the Mediterranean had 
achieved formal independence. 

In the post-war years, the Cold War did not halt the decolo
nlZlng process. \Vhat it subjected to uncompromising polarisa
tion was the area encompassing the developed capitalist states 
on the one hand and the socialist states on the other. This 
polarisation was delineated, grosso modo, according to the points 
reached by Soviet and western troops respectively at the end of 
the war and extended to all European Mediterranean countries, the 
non-communist among which were included in NATO. But outside this 
area of direct confrontation, the cold war relationship induced 
rather than discouraged the drive towards a new equilibrium. 

National liberation movements were bound to look upon the 
Socialist Camp as an objective ally in their "struggle against 
Imperialism". Likewise, in their assistance to national libe
ration movements Socialist countries saw an effective deterrent 
to "capitalist encirclement" and a means "to undermine Imperia-
lism and Capitalism in their weaker links" outside the zone of 
"saturated polarisation"o In such a context, adherence to a po
licy of traditional colonial rule was more likely to precipitate 
than to prevent "defections 11 from the western orbit. Out of this 
rationale emerged a new situation: throughout the fifties and six~.:.~.~ 

ties, most ex-colonies developed into sovereign states. 

To assert their non-commitment towards either bloc, these 
newly sovereign states rallied round a philosophy which was first 
defined as Positive Neutralism, later as Non-Alignmento Of the 
three states which promoted this stand, each with its own speci
fic motivations, two were Mediterranean: Yugoslavia and Egypt. 
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Later, Non-Alignment was gradually embraced by all pact-free 
countries in the Third World, including all non-European Medi
terranean states with the exception of Israel. It extended to 
become the yardstick of sovereignty for islands which acquired 
statehood inside the Mediterranean itself: Cyprus and Malta. 

This change in the status of the Third World countries 
throughout the pre-detente period was neither LINEAR nor EX
HAUSTIVE. 

It was not linear. Spearheads of the western world coagu
lated inside Africa or on the Mediterranean in the form of set
tler-states: Algeria, Rhodesia, South Africa. In the western 
Mediterranean, the status of Algeria as a French settler-state 
collapsed in 1962; in counterpart, the end of the British Man
date over Palestine in 1948 brought into being a Jewish state 
in which the Arabs are not alone in discerning the features of 
the settler-state. 1'he refusal of the Arabs to accept Israel, 
which the latter answered with a'policy of systematic expan
sionism, created a hotbed of growing instability in the eas-
tern Mediterranean, especially since the 1967 war. Up till 
October 1973, a couple of years after the onset of detente, the 
Arab-Israeli conflict was the last crisis to retain the acuteness 
and polarisation characteristic of crises situations in the Cold· 
War climate, 

Nor was this change exhaustive. Not all African countries 
within the Cold War rationale acquired sovereign status. But in 
the Detente rationale, it is more likely that decolonisation will 
come to completion. It is no accident that a component factor 
in the Mediterranean crisis today is the collapse of Portuguese 
colonialism, and that the question of the Spanish Sahara has come 
to a critical point. A non-colonial regime in Portugal cannot 
afford to alienate the support of the Left and can hardly sus
tain its previous relationship with NATO. 

The collapse of traditional colonialism did not imply that 
the western world was prepared to relinquish its control over 
the basic raw materials furnished by the Third World. In fact, 
the change was tolerated insofar as it affected form rather than 
content. It was not to imperil a structure of the world based 
on a central core of developed industrialised countries around 
which the rest of the world was to revolve. This structure was 
perpetuated, among other means, by the increasing disparity in 
prices of finished products with respect to raw materials. ~~en 
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the October war triggered the quadrupling of oil prices in the 
span of one year, it was the first significant signal that the 
era of cheap raw materials was coming to an end. 

Indeed, demand on raw materials has been steadily growing 
and, for the first time since many years, primary prices are 
tending to grow faster than the prices of finished products. 
Synthetic materials are no substitute for raw materials: their 
production is based on a reshuffling of a wider variety of raw 
materials. More and more the seller, i.e. the developing coun
tries, is acquiring a decisive say. This tendency is further 
stimulated by an unprecedented consumption in consumer socie
ties with the psychological atmosphere of detente. 

But with the rectification of prices of raw materials, de
centralisation of the world risks .to no longer remain a formal 
phenomenon. The issue is nevertheless ambigious insofar as it 
can in the long run either be more favourable to DEVELOPED in
dustrial countries, which might find it more economical to ex
port industrial plants rather than import expensive raw mate
rials (at least in the field of polluting industries or those 
in need of cheap labour), or to the DEVELOPING countries in
terested in promoting industrialisation. This is'a typical 
example ·of the rearrangement of contradictions in the detente 
rules of the game .. 

Nevertheless, in the short run, this strive to bridge the 
price gap has deepened economic unrest in developed western 
countries. With no willingness to curtail industrial profits, 
consumer prices have skyrocketed with inevitable consequences: 
galloping inflation, slackening of industrial production, unem
ployment and creeping recession. Economic instability is bound 
to aggravate political instability and to threaten the cohesion 
and the military setup of the western world. This is bound to 
affect the Mediterranean scene, as witnessed by Italy. 

A striking example of this threat to the cohesion of the 
West: the rise in the pre-October price of oil ( $1. 99 at the 

.time, per bbl) was obviously a heavy burden for the European 
consumers of Arab oil, but was not necessarily a disadvantage 
for the USA. It increased the profits of the majors. Even 
more important, higher prices created a better competitive 
situation in world markets for American commodities vis-a-vis 
Europe and Japan, who are substantially more dependent on Arab 
oil. Also, making oil prices commensurate with prices of al
ternate sources of energy is considered an incentive to develop 

• 



these alternate 
exhausted. 

sources before available oil reservoirs are 

5. 

In 1950, western agencies forecast that nuclear energy 
would become competitive round ::1bout 1975. However, this did 
not transpire because, with the low price of oil, there was no 
pressing stimulant to invest in alternate sources of energy. 
The energy crisis is not evidence of the fact that there is a 
growing inability to meet the growing needs because of scarci
ty in raw materials, but rather of a bottleneck created by the 
discrepancy in prices between raw materials and finished pro
ducts. 

For the Americans, the optimum price for a barrel of oil 
hg.s been calculated at around jt7. This was the price fixed by 
the OPEC countries in their Tehran meeting in December 1973. 
When prices through 1974 climbed beyond this threshold, threats 
of American military intervention in the oil-producing countries 
were voiced. This increased still more strains and stresses in 
the western military alliance. 

There is no doubt that there is a definite correlation be
tween the deepening energy crisis involving rel9.tions across the 
mediterranean between oil producing and consuming countries, and 
the strive for a settlement of the Middle East crisis. It is to 
meet this new situation that the European community is so keen 
on promoting the Euro-Arab dialogue and, more important, that 
Dr. Kissinger has deployed such an active diplomacy since the 
October war. The stalemate before the war threatened the ability 
of the USA to go on reconciling their special relationship with 
Israel with maintaining a decisive word in regulating the price 
and flow of oil from Arab countries. When Egypt and Syria waged 
the war, American diplomacy was interested in rearranging the con
tradictions, in undoing the previous Cold War pattern of the Arab
Israeli conflict rather than to have this conflict become, in the 
new context, a liability to its own regional and global economic 
and strategic interests. 

In fact, the new political climate, identified as detente, 
has raised a number of dilemmas for the West in the Mediterranean: 

--If Israel is to withdraw from occupied Arab territories, its 
survival is to be guaranteed. 
--If the October war further deepened reasons of strain between 
Europe and the USA, both parts agree that the western cohesion 
must be consolidated. 
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--If the economic stability of Europe makes it increasingly wary 
of confrontations with the oil producing countries, Europe also 
believes that the Atlantic military alliance must be preserved. 
--If the reopening of the Suez Canal is an asset for the deploy
ment of Soviet naval strategy, the West is as interested in a
voiding any shift to the former's advantage in the balance of 
power. 

The rearrangement of contradictions has had its military 
implications insofar as the previous set-up of NATO all over 
the Mediterranean theatre has been deeply affected. This in
cited an attempt to strike at the non-aligned status of Cyprus. 
Instea:i of consolidating NATO's position, this brought about the 
downfall of the military junta in Greece, severed Greece's re
lations with NATO, promoted inter-communal tensions in Cyprus 
and brought about problems between NATO and Turkey following 
the latter's military intervention in the island. 

The outcome of the Cyprus crisis is significant: it is not 
in opposing, but in meeting the requirements of a more diversi
fied, more decentralised world after Detente that crises situa
tions can be avoided. This is particularly true for the Medi
terranean, at crossroads of a network of hot issues of world 
bearing. 
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It .J.s a f2ct that th~t ctpills crisis is by rw means over ttnd 

it i:! ai~c a fact that this criSis ds we1.1 as th~. island of Cyprus, 

i tse.1f, <:oncerns vitally tht Ha~.k~h count:.ies ~ 

This ~on~crn., t:!-Jis vit~i tdr.ce.rn, is due mainlY to t"·'O 

Fir!lti the ihtetna.tiot~a1 status of Cyprus, ,;hich occupies ;. 

,•er-g important strategic posid.o,~, Hpedally within the cont.eY.t of 

actual t;:;E:n~d t :i.ve intc~rna tional balance. 

St_~cond; more sr~~cific~lly, the growing pof;sibility· that t-;.;ro 

l5alkan countries which are pa.rties to the Cypr,Js dispute; m.s:y b~ 

dragp,ed into an unfortunate a·rmed conflict against one anotbcr~ 

Turkish i.n Cyprus has prevent"'d ENOSIS, !:he 

a"nexation of the Island to Greece and although relations have been 

extre:nely strained. a Turkish-Greek anned conflict has not te.ken 
I 

place. 

· OtH! majnr result of the Turki~h intc.rvention has been the 

toppling over of the Junta Regime In. Greece and i~s replacement by 
- l.:ri,'S_.....--

a de-.t:cc~ra.tic. government. I-t;;.:3;7as:~hof!ed that a more I-ealistie ~.ppro~~h 

by the ne.1v democr:atic gnvet:nme.nt i~ Cr·:-ece, tc the prcblr::m· of Cypru.s 

"'ill f<cilita~e n just r,nd per:ament solution of this problem. 

This~ ir1 tu1~n.l vm.,ld brine abm.!t an 3.!7112-l ioratic~1 of the relati.ons 

between the two countries and cahanc~, in generals the::: cooperation 

Ktnd goodvri 11 in -;.~he P.alkans. 

It is very unfortunate that thit1 hope hi"S not b~cn rc.aiizecl 

nntil today an.rl it will be an illusion to chink that its rcal.ization 

,.,ill be easy. 

The rnai:·t ~t:.trnb~_in~. block to a pennanent ·and just solution, 

from t.he Tt: r'kish point cf view l s thi z: Gree'l.cs have.~ up to nm'l, 

chosen ~o I' inte.rnatiorta.!.i::-~f:''' the probl_en1, rather than sE:d·:ing a 
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h cr1!::_, { 
At the beginning Crcece ha.s Q"""'!!Hd:ed 

NATO. 1-Then this ~.nterv.:-.nticn llUS not forthcoming! Dhe ha:; decidC'd 

to withdra'' from the militar·y orr,anization of ~!ATO. 

Greeks have th<:n, att.empted to "drag" the problem to an inter

national level and have t;cied 'Jery hard to brinr,about a United .'.:ations 

resolution 1n this direction. 

It is indeed difficult to think that such attempts are either 

realistic or useful. 

First,. to drag the Cyprus issue - <>.nd the Island itself -

into the NATO orbit, >ras a provocative attempt. It was q"ite natural 

that Balkan countries, the Soviet Union and Arab countries would 

·- ---react .. strongly to-such an attempt. These countries would quite 

understandably like to have Cyprus rema~n independent and free from 

NATO influence as well as NATO bases, 

As for the internationalization of the problem; it is only 

too obvious that to internationalize the question, to make it an 

international issue ,;,Toulcl introduce various conflicting interests 

,. _ .. .into the. question. This would make the problem, more complicated 

and insolubl2. 

Unfortunately, 

futile tactic, 

/ 

seem tv .------
Greeks tbave resorted to another danp;erous and 

l~~, __ .-:th~· ft is a mistal,e, ao:<iai1geromFmi"<tai<.e, to try to bringabout 

outside. pressures on Turkey~- -in a:rMr- t=ll'"·im!'e:s:es':t:lrai-P: ...... -Ni:lrl. 
' -----------

~eks have succeeded in bringing about such pressures, The 

US Congress, under the influence of the Greek Lobby in that country 

has decided to put an embargo on military aid to Turkey and has not 

changed this decision despite the efforts of the US Govern;nent. 

Greeks put too much hope in these outside pressures. They 

thought T.urkey \.ould five in as a result of these pressure an·.l 

therefore, at ·first they slowed rlown and then, completely cut off 

negotiations. But just the opposite has happened. Turks are indt'ed 

very keen on their national honour and it has become a matter of 

national honour not to give in to the threats of military aid 

cmbarp;o. 
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There has been an inn~1er~.se reaction to these pressu~.:.:s and 

threats in Turkey. &~..'~+14.1€~~f·;n~;n.t;=f~e.~.. This 

was indeed the main factor in the announcement of the Federated 'Curkish 

State, Without •vaiting t::.e ~:esul~ of th0 nes~otiations. 

For the safeguard of the security o~,s==~:;r- of !hlkan,: 

and of the I·Jhole region. It is ir:perative that the tHO countries, 

Turkey and Greece, reach an ir:ternationally acceptable agreement . 

There are two esse.1tial conditions for such a solution. 

First, the Island should 0:2rnain independent as before. Second, thr:re 

should be a new order on the Island, which would enable the two ethnic 

groups, the Turks and the Creeks, to live in peace and security 

lvithout the necessity of further outside interventions. 

It should be made c~uite clear that Turkey does not want any 

changes in the international status of the Republic of Cyprus. Also 

it should be understood that Turkey does not desire the partition of 

the Island. She is against the idea of one community dominating the 

other. She is willing to seek, together with Greece, and the two 

connnunities on the Island, a lasting a:cd just solution >•hich wc·u~.d 

take into account, the past experiences respecting the rights of ecc'> 

connnunity, permitting them to l.ive in p8ace and harmony. Turkey 

believes that the only perrJanent and just solution which offers all 

these, is a hi-regional federal system. 

It may be said that, in principle, the views of the Balkar, 

countries e~t_~~ i.s in the same parallel as thos" of Turkey. 

Furthermore, the Bal~an countries accept the existence of two commu

nities with equal rights i.n Cyprus. 

The differences of opinion lie mostly on the question of the 

recognition of the Makarios Government and the mode of solution of 

the problem. 

Balkan countries recop;ni.ze the Makarios Government as the 

only legal government of C:·prus. Turkey, hovJever, considers Hakari0s 

administration~ llhi.ch has ·niolc.ted tlte constitutional order in Cypr.us 

from the ~~ bel',inning, ot.ly "s the repr<Osentative of the Greek 

community. 
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Although the Federatic1n is accepted in principle by the llalkan 

countries, they helieve that the fom of fuleratior< ha3 to be decided 

jointly upon by the two commu;,ities, by their o;m free l'ill and Hithout 

any foreign intervention. 

Romania and Yugoslavia have been concerned with the possibility 

that a further complication in Cyprus, might lead the super powers to 

intervene directly in Cyprus, thus creating the possibility of Sovi~t 

Russia demanding passage rights from their territories, 

But one must point out here that Turkey, by insisting on the 

independence of Cyprus, by opposing both ENOSIS and partitio" has, 

in fact, prevented the direct intervention of the super powers in the 

problem. 

Furthermore, Romania might have been concerned that Soviet 

Union may use the Cyprus prob 1 em as a pt·etext, in order to push for 

"closer" cooperation between the Harsat< Pact countries. The Rmnanian 

Foreign Minister, in his visit to Ankara oF-~~. has confir;r,ed 

his concern that the prolong11tion of the c::-isis eight bring about 

such results and stating that the Problem has inevitably become an 

international problem. 

He has, therefore, suggested between the concerned parties 

tmd the llalk11n countries to permit an exchange of views in order to 

prevent the intervention of outside powers into matter. 

Turkey has ahrays believed that the ·problem should b<2 solver; 
c 

by ~irect negotiations between the directly concerned parties and has 

not accepted the P~anian propos2l. According to the Turkish point 

of view to discuss the matter betHeen the Ealkan countries will fP.rther 

complicate the problem and ~rill pt·epare the ground for undesirable 

outside interventions. 

In Conclusion! 

Cy)>rus will surely become a ne~·' trouble spot - a new threat -

to peace in Eastern Hediterranean, if this prohlem infringes upmc 

the detente between the super poHers and p·Jsh them into a new 

confrontation. 
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This surely Is of vit:::l interest: to H<~rsa~7 Pac:t <:nuntries <Jho 

11te urtder the influence of the Soviet Hnion. Turkish Govern;-•er·ts 

have been extremely careful to prevent such a confrontation. On t::e 

Very 'first day of Turl:ish military operations in Cyprus, the Turkish 

1>fime Hinister of that time, Bulent Ecevit, stated openly that e.oc'• 

step taken '=,.;rill not endnnger the d"2tente, but t-muld strengthen11 it. 

His successors have also shmm the same concern and sensi. tivi.ty. It 

is because of this concern that Turkey refrained fro<·' occupyine the 

"hole Island, though she had the means and opportunity to do so. 

Turkey stopped at a point «here she could p,uarantee the security of 

the Turkish community and also prevent ENOSIS. 

In fact, this is Turkey's a1m; to prevent the realization of 

the ENOSIS, the megalo idea which some people in Greece an•.' Cyp-cus 

do not find necessary to hide. And also to bring about a permanent 

order on the Island which •-could make impossible persecutions suffered 

by the Turks since 1960's. 

Turkey believes firmly thnt the just and realistic ""Y of 

achieving these aims, is tne establishment of a geogra;:>hical fe .. 'era-

', tion within an inc:ependent and non aligned RPpublic of Cyprus. This 

is what Turkey tvar:ts. 

Some people doubt the sincerity of this desire and think 

that Turkey's ulti:nate aim is to achieve the partition of the Island. 

This is an unfound2d allegation. 

The ma1n r2ason for international sensi~ivity c.nd concern 

over Cyprus nrises from the strategic importance of the Island. The 

strategic importnrce of Cyprus concerns Turkey more directly then 

any other country, because the Islancl lies some 40 miles off her 

shores. It wouid be equally dangerous for Turkey, if the "hole or 

" part of it <Jere to be annexed to Greec.e. Greek Pri1ne Hinister !•1r, 

Karamanlis has ad!~itte1 that Greece he.s now been ~~' fortifying 

the Dodecanese Is1ands '.,hich sur:round the Western app·:oac.hes of 

Turkey. Greek pr; ·~sence or1 Cyprus ,,Tould complete the E'.ncirclement of 

Turkey and providz a jumping point for Greeks. Turkey is, therefore, 

against both Enosts and "partition" <~hich v!Ould .mean the presence of 

Greek arms and fc rces on the Island. 
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Turkey nnd Greece, despite all the bad memories and strifes 

of the past are two countries uhich are forced by fate to l ivc- side 

by side, hopefully in peace nnd friendship. It is beac.:aus<.: of this, 

thnt after each conflict, they have signed pacts of friendship. 
It 

is not too late to reach a perm?.nent nnd just solution on the Cyprus 

problem nnd on the problem of Acgenn Sea, which has equally, if not 

more important. It i.s nlso yet not too late to establish Turkish

Greek frendship on more real is de foundations. But, it is vit;,lly 

important that Greeks refrain from committing their past error3, and 

especially the error of bringing dangerous oatside prc'Ssures to play. 

_The only way lies in direct negotiations between the two communities. 

-···-rt-is quite possible that during ·the process, events will 

---make Turkey and Greece less dependent on NATO and possibly lead them 
nJC~y· / . 

into new friendships and new treaties. This w~ be a desirable 

development, both from the point of view of the interests of the two 

countries and also from the point of view of the balance of powcor in 

the Eastern Hediterranean. 

' It" is· debatable that polarization in t¥70 camps, the' NATO and • 
the Warsaw Pacts, has ah<ays served the peace and security of the 

region. New treaties and friendships in the region may possibly put 

an end to this rigid polarization and thus enhance the peo.ce and 

security in the Balkans. 

April, 1975. 
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the step for step etr·.1ter:;y propoc>ed by Kissinge1· 2nd p1·eferred by 
. -----
Sadat and his Aret friends C>udi A1·ebi?, other ''moder::te" rend "o"'J; .. 

-lt?list" Areb countries e.c well) as opposed to the Gene·n' str~teg;y 
---·--·· 

pushed by the Soviet Union <·nd h~' ne1: frien<'ls )_n the ArPb v•orlc',, ':!ie 

more retlic<>l r>nd "socie.list" countries. "GenevP" would me:on to ciis-

cuss end h()pefully "solve" the whole com1ilex in one p,_,rcel under 

joint chnirm~;nshi 'j of the USSH <:nd USA, 
[ \(~.!Ji .. v~ttJ ~te..~, io• .)\'a f> :J 

The step f:'(~rst_.i_p_solution c,_.n look brclc on ini tit•l silcce::;ses! 

Kissinger mP.m·ged to diseng<~e;e the troops on the Egyptj_,,n Isr·eli 
!C: 

front- in Jc.nu[;ry 1974 end on the Byrien :fr01:.t j_n 
a) 

HPY, 74. But fror1 

thi"n on the attempts e.t further steps st~gm·.ted, :L'he v,;hole su.rJ.iiV~J. .. 

'- further step, Jordan wented some clisengt•gement on the Jordl'l1 rive1~, 

but this ceme to nothine; beceuse of Isrecli diffi6ence ?nd l~ter 

because the Ar?.b st;;tes decided thPt Pny ter:ri tory recupBl"~·tec1 

from the v1est bcnk of the Jordc'D shoulo go to the PLO :not to j·o:r--

,dtm. This 

~ so~tmet in 
' 

wrs 2 consequence of the ·aecieion re2ched rt the Arrb 
c o,t."'{4), 

• w -
R.~·b"t which design:oted u:c.~_onimously the PLt:) ;;s the"sole 

' · .. ~ . 
legitini2te representPtive- of the Pt=lestini_·,ns", Jorcl:-·n h;.:r~ to 

c·t'-".C: . ..l 
c.cccpt t~1is d.ecisi~n un~er press,J.re of f'll ·the 1~.r:-b et!7:~_:es. 

A further step forv1crd i:1 the Golrr.. ~roved impr,ctic"ble bec:·nroe 

of the nrc.ture o:f the terr?in. Only in the Sinrci there see:n;ed to be-

conce:;;:,ion from bgypt, !.>:ne from the su::mer 1974 om1r:-rds it bec;--r~e 

t.•l 
cleer thet. the princil)U!l dif:t'icul ty 1:-':;' in the r;t~estion: v:h"t r;rn 

E;:;ypt offer rs Fl counteTconces~-;ion to Isr<·el, if the IsrFeliz 

tPkc their troO;?f< O<'Ck to the ),ii tl:o ,rni'. Giddi pP-sses . ":'ld ev'- CU"te j; 

-··-~· ·--~·.-~· ._. 



Abu Hodeis oil field?·- Isrrel postnloted a a declc-rotion of non 

belligenence for "seve:rel :>'ePrc" .. Egypt <Jec12red it could not give 

sny such cssurE·nce since the menece of ;:-~ nev,r w?r \
n r. C' 
OG U the only rerl 

'· leversge Egypt hed in order to coml)el~ the return of coll the occu-
( {-j\."/c...:woo..,. 

pied territories 2 nif]the reivindic"tion of the rights of the Pcles-

tinisns. XNXXhRxx Overraore Areb solidsri ty imj)eded eny cmil2ter"l 
(A:::>8b . 

retrec:t from the war by J~gypt, th.e) sts.te v1ith the biggest 2rmy, "nd 

Egypt he.d committed itself et Rs,brt not to tske eny unil~ter:c·l steps 

towE:rc1s pee.ce. It seemed unlikely thc:t Egypt would brcsk such connit

ments bece.use Arr:b solidarity on the finencirl Fnd oil level 8re ili 
. c·f 

mejor hopes for extrice.ting its(li:iff from its very difficult fimnci"l 
. . . "~~c• 7 

and econornc posltlon
1

P'l:'G8f!' a possible solution to the conflict h"s 
~ 

been fotmd. Kissingers persowJl diplom:ocy on his 9th ron.'1d in the 
a.."tt'~/ ' 

ME in :F.'ebrue.ry 1975 did not reachjcn:y results, but he decl,ored him-

self willing to try ag2in in ME:rch. 

L 1t..< ... ,J [ •. c. r"'rtcl .!.oi .. t:o.-J 
of the.se future negoci~·tions 2bout a step 

forward in Sinei, it hes become cle~r th2t eech step forw?rd will be~ 

come more end mom difficult to s. ccomplish. On the other he nd there 

is some urgency to rePch some progress, principPlly. bec2use the 

financic;l ancl sociBl difficulties of Egypt ere growing rc,pidly Emd 

can only be remedied efter the stste of war h2s been ~bolished. 

At present Egypt continues to spend one third of its budget on 
,¥ ... ;J..L.~r.~ ~L...-~~ ....... ~"" i"" 13~}' 

8rmy,t EL 1 3oo li~i\)~enother 7oo •Mi-o went for food imports /Pnd 
.-n.V.U-.;,.,.._,._ 

the 

they 

are expected to go up to l 25o Nio in 1975. The Rurisi?.ns i~sist on 

pa.yments on the debt of 2 billions; services in Cr.iro <'no other
i'o.,.:JV;l 
w-is-e hc:ve run down; the c.c·n21 zone h:: s to be rebuilt; populction 

~)_~"" 
incres·se~ by. nesrly one Mio a ye2r; prime minh;ter Hegpzi knov:s th:ot 

the best chf•nce to rebuild tl1e economic structure vcould ·be to return 
i 

t h 
• oo• • tj 

to a market mech2nism thus short circuiting he opelessly lneiilClen, 

stete bure;o,ucrE.cy. But this 8im ccn onl~' be resched when the Hussicn2l 
i 

ec:\C!:c\·1 . • rf' o':ld ,., .-o ·1 Ol"'r:r r--s the 1 
1 1 be -,,_ecePJ,rJ:::.-r~v- 19 Tnev keep belllG n,__,c eo c: • .::. -·- ~o ·!1· wil no . onger ' . " " 

_ __...-. .......... _.~ ....... ---·••- ·- .~ --·-- -- o ·• •• ·-·------• •'•- -~----~--··-·--.---•M-~-~--·--.....---,.-........;,._ _____ ~--··----,.-•o-•• -.·- 'f""!='"""P.J 
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stc.te of we·r continues. Hoped for i.nvestments from USA, l\urope 

Glan-
If there is no rFpid progress towards pence there is S· sertouE=;~· 

ger th2t Csiro will try snother limited wsr, in the style of 1973, 

prj_ncipcolly in order to speed things up. It could Plso be feco:ced 
? 

thet ~io.d?ts prestige Gontinues to :f<oll :end th"t he would be over-

thrown if he engcogec. the cotmtr;y in~ n1otber lengthy period of 

"nej.tber V·!PI' nor pe~:·een. All this rn.~.dn::s rApid progress j.rn.per.: ti'"(rG jj 

i• •• -i~) --
8 new Vi''r XNl'lX[ SJ.W>l"l be 2VOided. 

I 

On the Isreel:i_ side similer reesons 2pply: the temptc,_tion to try 

a preventive wer will grow,the loDger no peece solution is found; 

this fo:c xre"sons of presti.ge. of 'rt2te eond E•rrro.y; economi.c reFsons 
sfti',,sf;: e 

end re8sons of stn;tegy (i:u:.-e.~/co blow before Egypt is fully reec_;uip--

_ped). 

The urgency of finding P solution mrckes it very l_ikel:'l thrt the 

Geneva conference '."ill be C:?J.led together r?theT soon if the st2p 

for step str•tegy exhn~sts itself. 

c:i.p:::•.l drnger wo-~JJ.d be 11 pol·-r:Lsetion of the C:Jn:ference 11 CS S~cl.2t 

pu-blicly. This v1otcld meen the Russif'ns giving stTe-

"'' Isr~_,elis~- If tl'd.s should h::=lJper~ t~~e UG ~-'-:ould lose lts I)re::::ent 

. ·--------- - ... ____ c_-. ~--
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the ?uthor of this pPper thf·t t~is is the resl re!'son for the 

US ·-·nd the 

l'V.'£0 cocmtries into '' pocd tion of bc·ck::.ng Isrrel ageiclst the Ar.• bs 

and to trke the polj tic;• l :md economic punj.shment co::cer:uent to 

tb.is stE:te of sffeirso Or .sltr::rn~tively t;o be seer1 b0cking O.ov.1n 

to Rnsso-"··r"bic pi11essure, s~crificing Isrcel c•t le":Jt p::rtirlly, 

&nd to h2.nd s. prestige victory to the llussi~ns end their Areb 

friends. 

GadEtt he.s been diffident tow:::rds Genevo .. bec::n::;e he br:-s ''l-re!"'r1"~r -·· ' - . ·-.) 

lived through n period of "pol?risstion11
1 ~r:hen th_e US br.alz:ed Isr·-::el 

und the Hussiens the Ar.~·bs 1 E·nd he hc•s seen thr·t this lec1 to the 

blocking of the lfb c;ue2.tion, o long period of "neither vrr nor 

end could even le~d to the freezing of the big power frontiers 

(Berlin style) between Isr2el [•nd Ar~bs, But if 

c.chieve IJroc;re:-Js with the helr--: of' the Americsns' (KissingeiJs step by 

ste'O) he ·;.ill be forcer.! v.rilly nilly to E·ccept the Gsnevo set up :encl. 

to hope th2t oil r)ressure might this time nt~:ke e difi'ere·nce :::1-;,d 
-l:o7 

force the western CQuntries to b8ck do~n Pndls2crifice Israel,. 
,... 
LPoliticcl aims in cose of s step for step,End in c~ee of Geneva~ 
--------- ----------------------------
If the nee;oci.?.tions continv_e Lmr~er the c::·uspices of Kissinger es 

internedier;;l the fins-1 2ims of the J~rrbs rem~in rc,ther ·v"?ell cl.efinecl 

snd cor.G.}:)ers.tivel;y lirnited: 1~tnrn of e.ll ter:-ci toTies, i·ncl'<--;_c1ing Je-

rusafueiil ei1d i'ound' tion of ;:: Pelestin:oin cctrte en the ':.est IJcnk. 

But if the n.egoci:-,tions will be con6uctecl Et Geneve the .i~rr-bs v;ill 

insist on more, this is clePr ~lreEdy todry: The P•lestini-ns will 

come to Genva, if the:,r rre begged to come, but they will Ed.m e.t 

a jslesti11ien stete in the frontiers of 1947, reseoning thct this 
l \. pc.r-t~~.'.:\rlt.JOh.•;o;J.,.j_, 

h&s been consc·cretec1 by the UN(bef;)"re the 1948-9 wsr. Ovsn:wre 

they will see this stnte only as a first step tow2rds their offi-
' .. 

ci"llv ]Jroclcoiwed fin:cl coirJ. of s"democretic Pe.les,tine" y;h8I'8 JeYJs 
u - c r~t"'~.~~! .... 

2nO Ar2.bs CEll lj_ve together, ~his cler:rly postu1:.:·tes--;-16eEti·uction 
of the present Jm·dsh .stnte of Isrcel. In Ger:\(a the ElOTe mociercte 

·-- -~·: .- --·-··----------------·--~---~--------. -·--- --------------------·· ---· 
F'"'~ 
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they h··ve grrnted the Pnlestinirns 

the constellc~tion effective r.t R~br•t will colso make itself felt ;:•t 

Genevc1. S:cudi il.l'sbic is cleE:rly decisive in this b'·lence. In prf'ctice 

the Lrc..b demands rt GenevF, vi£! the bias of the PLG, vJOnld c;o ~s .far 
Cl.§.SL an) 

8S the Saudi \'IElnted them to go. The Russ'i,onsiheve xxxf' interest in 

helping to maximise . ' 
1~X'GO deGl.snds, beer-use in this w:oy they will be 

eble to nPximise l)\mish!Ilent fOl' the ''est and for Isreel; but they 

will probably be more cautious sbout it thnn the Ssudis, becruse 
(yrill 
the~nt to rvoid 2 new wer end the risks this VIOUld bring for the 

Super po\vers. However it is quite likely thr:t they would grrc1u.rll;,r 

tighte~ the surew at Geneva if they could see the West rnd IsrFel 
(•'•~•··,:cc.il'1...> 

either giving in greduPlly or weeken:ing:-unc1er oil pressure. Under 

the circumst2nces the only vieble wey for the US ft Genevr would 

be to reEch a previous unc1erstcnding with the Soviet Union end to 

impose this on Isr~el, regro.rdless of lsroceli protests. But it is like 
..::· 

ly thst the Russisn price for such en unc1erst~ncling would be vlfJry 

high indeecl, possibly exceeding the present dc>y Ar?b officic-1 6.e-
-- t-J} ' 

mtmds of a.ll the terri tor~ies <:nd ( P Pele stinisn mini-str' te. 

l The role of the PelestinisnsJ · 
L. ---.---------.... ___ -·---·-- -------

In sll this the Polestini:ms pl£,' the role of the x±xrixN:J::Rx V"ric-ble 

(i;he other c1emc:nd:"r·ll the territories"being fixed). '£.hey CF·n be 

I used bv the Russircns cmd bv the Lrc--b rrdicc ls in order to incre:cse . . I 
thir.:l their de!ll2nds y.:henever there seems to be scope for doing so. l"or 

it is sufficient to give them encournge1'1ent. The in."1er structure of 
d~:~.J-7 

the ?LO is such thct the Orgi'nisc·tion is forcecl to t;;>ke(rlweys the 

m;;ximum imcoc;inPble, h~Pft;t ly-s to COll_nt with the double· opposition . ' 
of the extrer;li::;t g1:oups (front du refus; PFLB, Jibril group, Trohrir-

group, 

( t g.; t d ·1 th ' · to r--eturn to their hor:1e s tions vvho ere mo ,v~n e )J' e oesJ.re in 

····-~··· ··--· ---·· ··-::-:-·-····--·-- ·-··----, ---. ---~-~--. 
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pres'ht dcy llisreel~. He c: n only content himself with ±J:mx less th,··n 

if he con prove ::tlilxh±:s:xl'l<J:£1Ni!!l!rlHxconvincj_ngly to hi2 opponents. th,-t 

there is no other fec•sible 20l21:ion thrn to eccept a :;cs:rt of I" lea
gives 

tine (8t lerr.st provision:clly), Therefo)~e~ if 2ny bie;ger power {7X:E'Z 
~!3.::9._i'l2l1s. __ :t_a. 

(the Pe.lestiniens :r;;rxxN= to hope for more, thy will not roccept 2ny 

compun:nnise for a lesser solution, The §oviet Union C"n the PLO 
(.b2lloon 

as an inflat:o,ble-NR:x!x:nN:, ret;uleting the.ir posture <:ccording to the 

needs and circumstances of the negocistionsx et Genevs. 

How they will be used depends on the judgement one conceives of 
, tA.H.I~ 

Soviet sims. If one believes thst the~ "rec>lly" went> pesce in the 

LIE one hc-s to ccssume the brJloon will be defl~.ted in the critic cl 

moment; blilt if one ccssumes
1
with the present writer, thrt they Y!"nt 

re.ther 2 prolong~ed wr2ngle with the West end the USA 2bout the 

future of the Middle Esst, stopping short of w2r but forcing the 

US and Europe into the position of defenders ~nd beakers of !srDel, 

while they bzccll: the Ar;:bs ~;nd their oil, in thst c~se one would 

expect them to infletea the b~loon just sufficiently to avoid a 

hot wer but to keep the cold ME \'12r. going, 

' [Conclusion] -------
It seems difficult for the ."Jnericens Plone to cochieve n neer Er-st 

settlement, except if they did it by forcing Isr2el to give in "Fll 

the wey", however much this might be. If they <·re u.r'-'·':illing to do 

this
1
they will be forced to go to Geneve r~ther ec-rlier then l0ter, 

end there they risk to be degraded to the role of defenders of Is-

rael :omd to r.ccept the dislike of the Lrt"bs wi.th ~ll · tbe economic 

ment seems possible only wi.th the 

this role. In Genevaa ~ settle-
f·· '-"' 

~f. .. l 
colle.boretion;{the USSR. For this 

a urice will have to be peid, It is possible, in the eyes of the 
. . -

writer even· probeble
1 
thrt the Hussi,.,ns will put this p:c"ice high 

enough for the US to be unwilling to p'?y it. In thet crse the con-

-~-~~~.--- --- ~~-----·-·- ... --~-- ----~--------------- -·--------
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({;·;.l0.e:r. tJ:lOf)_e circumst;~nc~~-~~: 

inrlef'ini tely;{-telk :ln --Geiivc·--\:;i-lT e--a-r her 
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or 
lster mr;ke room for x f' new f'Dd probebl;;r futile r.'ttempt to solve 

the conflict by an ,,et o:C war. This mighi; b2 contci:ncd by the 
·,.:.; (.iAll ,i:)l-': c:..~ l 

[iupe;Towers /similc•ri],y tB /the wr'•r of 1973 wi i;hOl"t conceding Viictcr" 
lJI/ . 

to either side; or else it :night prove incontcoinel::le, becc•uc;e of its 
~p~~~~ ~d) 

unr;votCl,ble petroleum ingredient, cnCJ in thc-t er' se it illll:i-g})-t prove 

tp be the beginnins of the Third '.'.'orld ~Vr, 
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